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																							 "We have dealt with Living Residential as our agency for 3yrs in a rented one bedroom flat and everyone has been great to us. They are very professional, very easy to deal with and they're not greedy at all because they have been fair with the rent increase all those years. Only great praises for everyone, especially to Ramona and Jason who's been really helpful to all our needs. We didn't want to end our contract with them but due to family circumstances we had to leave the flat and live with our Mum. We are really grateful to you all! Living Residential is a highly recommended agency 💙"

																							 
																							 
																									 																									 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
																									 																							 
																							 Cecille and Maria

																					 

																	 

																	      																	      																			 																			 
																					 
																							 "Professional,  prompt and helpful service. Living Residential Team helped me move and settle in smoothly."

																							 
																							 
																									 																									 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
																									 																							 
																							 S

																					 

																	 

																	      																	      																			 																			 
																					 
																							 "Profesional, prompt and reliable agents.
Always helpful, giving good advice and resolving every issue accordingly.
Very happy with the way they managed  my rent for 10 years."

																							 
																							 
																									 																									 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
																									 																							 
																							 Cristina S

																					 

																	 

																	      																	      																			 																			 
																					 
																							 "Am amazing agency, I thank Marc for helping me to find a nice flat."

																							 
																							 
																									 																									 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
																									 																							 
																							 Fahad Mahdi

																					 

																	 

																	      																	      																			 																			 
																					 
																							 "The staff are really helpful, efficient and very nice to deal with. They have always been responsive and at hand to help. I cannot rate them high enough, Jason and Mark, who both have been extremely professional and helping to reassure me during moments of stress.
Thank you, gents!"

																							 
																							 
																									 																									 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
																									 																							 
																							 Mihai Nastase

																					 

																	 

																	      																	      																			 																			 
																					 
																							 "Considering the current environment I was surprised at the speed Marc managed to get serious buyers in to view our property. They were no time wasters and everyone was in a position to make an offer. Marc knew the property and local amenities and had all answers to hand. What paid dividends was having the whole team able to provide the guidance as the offer was made all the way through to completion. liaising with the solicitors and all parties throughout. Thanks for all the help."

																							 
																							 
																									 																									 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
																									 																							 
																							 spencer Krett

																					 

																	 

																	      																	      																			 																			 
																					 
																							 "Marc was incredibly helpful in sorting my move! He did everything possible to make things as smooth as possible which was greatly appreciated."

																							 
																							 
																									 																									 ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
																									 																							 
																							 Adam Simon
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				Contact Office

				 118 Fortune Green Road

				 West Hampstead, London

			   NW6 1DH

			   United Kingdom

			   Tel: 020 7435 6066

			   Email: enquiries@livingresidential.com

				 Associated Park Lane Office, Mayfair

				 Tel: 020 7409 8396
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